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Dear fellow student, 

Before you lies the election program of Student Party SAM for the academic year 2022 – 2023.
Here we will introduce our candidates and the plans that the upcoming party is going to achieve
next year!

SAM has represented the interests of the ambitious students of Tilburg University for over 27 years.
The power of Student Party SAM is that we are committed to ALL students. 

SAM recognizes that the last few years were a burden to our students. The wellbeing of students is
still under a lot of pressure. Students missed a lot of interaction, on and outside of the campus.
Besides wellbeing, our party focuses on social and student safety more than ever. Students should
feel welcome and safe during their time as a student. To get the most out of your student life and
study, SAM will always focus on the quality of education, the student facilities, the orientation
towards the labor market, and the chances for personal development. Students are ambitious, and
should not be limited!   

A vote for SAM is a vote for quality of education, student facilities, labor market orientation and
personal development. The new Student Party SAM will commit themselves to represent the
interest of every student, full of new energy. We will act upon our words, because student affairs
matter! 

On behalf of Student Party SAM, 

Noortje Zegers - Chairman of Student Party SAM 2021 – 2022 

"Student Party SAM

ensures that all students

of Tilburg University can

fulfill their ambitions." 
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Quality of Education

Student Facilities

Labor Market

Personal Development

Student Party SAM represents all students of Tilburg University in the

University Council. We are the oldest student party in Tilburg. For over

twenty-five years, our board members have been representing you at

the highest level of governance at Tilburg University. SAM seeks to help

Tilburg University’s ambitious students develop themselves and live

their best student life. We strive for excellent education, great access

to the labour market, the best facilities and room for personal

development outside the curriculum. We are the voice for all

international and Dutch students, whether they live in Tilburg or with

their parents. In all the presented plans coming from the Executive

Board of Tilburg University, we want to be pragmatic and look for the

shared interest of all students at Tilburg University. After all, there is no

division in seeking the student’s interest.  

While working, we always keep our four pillars in mind, namely:
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We are SAM!

Quality of education
SAM believes that providing good quality education is the core

task of our university, therefore we will constantly monitor and

improve the quality of your education! We strive to help you by

working towards excellent teachers, who have the qualities to

help you achieve your potential. In summary our party needs

are as follows; an expansive digital learning environment, a

continuation of video lectures, alternative forms of testing and

we wholeheartedly promote interdisciplinary education. 
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Labor market
SAM wants all students to be fully prepared for their next step

in life and to be well equipped for their future jobs. The

education offered at our university should therefore connect

with the constantly changing requirements of the labour

market. We believe that can be achieved by creating space for

internships in every curriculum, by improving the communication

about career orientation, by promoting and offering more

courses for soft skills, and by improving the guidance when

choosing a master’s program or internship.

Student facilities
Student Party SAM strives to improve the Student Facilities at

Tilburg University every year. We believe that students can only

develop themselves if study facilities, sports facilities, and

wellbeing facilities are constantly improved. We have been

critical about the growth of the university over the years, we

have lobbied for extra workspaces and improved opening

hours for the library and we are constantly talking with the

municipality to improve student-housing facilities in Tilburg. We

constantly seek to make our university more accessible for all

students and therefore we handed in initiatives about student-

wellbeing like a designated student general practitioner and

created awareness for mental health issues among students.

Personal development
SAM not only stands for excellent education, but we also want

to provide all students the opportunity to develop themselves

outside the curriculum. We ensure that students are valued for

activities besides their study and that they that have enough

time and space for them to participate in these activities. That

is why we want to introduce paying per course in a board year

or doing a board year without having to worry about paying

your tuition fee. We already handed in an initiative on an

honour’s academy for every student, no matter what their

average grade is, and we also strongly advocate against

evening lectures.
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Achieved projects!

Designated Student General Practitioner

Paperless = more, you are not obliged to hand in

assignments on paper

Wellbeing Day

Free menstrual products on campus

Housing, Cooperation with the Municipality on

the Student Housing situation in Tilburg

Teacher of the Year Elections

Computer Science Center

Internships within the curriculum

Expanding opening hours Library

Lecture Free weeks before Exams
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Achieved projects!

Office Supplies, available in the 

Library vending machine

Peer-to-Peer support groups

Student Safety, collaboration with Amnesty

International to raise awareness

for sexual harassment

Recognition for doing a Board Year

Sounding board for students with a disability

Lunch Lectures, the possibility to organize 

labor market-orientated events on campus. 

Anonymous Examination, to combat

(unintentional) bias while grading papers

Olympia Sportsbar
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Candidates!
#1 Marlijn Weren

#2 Joost Lamers 

#3 Mechteld Castel

"Ensuring social safety for all

students

of Tilburg University."

"High quality facilities that are 

accessible and affordable for

all students."

"A university that provides

flexible education so students

can develop themselves on a

personal level."
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Candidates!
#4 Meike Hendriks

#5 Michelle Saris

#6 Celeste Franssen

"Innovate education by

providing blended

learning."

"Create a welcoming

environment for all

students."

"Both International and Dutch

students are to be facilitated

and guided properly."
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Candidates!
#7 Nikki Curvers

#8 Oscar van Raak

#9 Juliette Burmanje

"A sustainable university that is

 in line with the 

student's needs."

"Prepare students for society 

by connecting education 

to the labor market."

"A university that provides

enough resources for sports

and physical wellbeing."



List Pushers!
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Our list pushers support the vision of Student Party SAM, and are proud to take an

extra step in representing the needs and interests of the students of Tilburg

University. During the elections, they help by gathering the input of students and

associations, and by spreading our vision and ideas. 

The list pushers are motivated to get to know the students of Tilburg University, and

support our Student Party in multiple ways! 

"I support SAM because they focus on the quality of our

education. I think that the quality of teachers and a well-

structured course is very important because these factors will

contribute to the student's understanding of the material." 

"I support SAM because of our similar view on improving the

educational practices of TiU and the importance of personal

development." 

"In the past few years as a student at Tilburg University, I have

experienced the effort SAM has put into these subjects, this is

why I support SAM to keep up the good work in the university

council." 
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Quality of education
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Blended learning 

The pandemic has brought many digital developments into the academic world. SAM believes

the university should implement these developments into the academic curriculum in the form

of blended learning. Some courses do well on-campus, while others take advantage of an

online environment. The right balance should be formatted. Next, SAM wants to implement

podcasts into the lectures. We also still stand behind the notion that Tilburg University provides

online lectures. 

PASS program restructure 

The PASS program is an essential tool to educate students on matters outside their regular

course. SAM wants to ensure that Tilburg University uses this program to its total capacity: to

guide students and inform them of the available facilities. Students can learn about the

available student psychologists and who to turn to with their problems. The university should

also use the PASS program to elaborate on the practical matters of Tilburg University. 

Interdisciplinary education 

Students explore different courses within their faculty in the current mobility window. With the

introduction of interdisciplinary education, students can explore new interests. When following

a course outside of their regular curriculum, students can broaden their horizons and better

understand society. If they get this opportunity before choosing their master’ s, they will be

better prepared to select a masters ’ degree. 

ENGAGE.EU 

ENGAGE will be offering online exchanges. SAM believes the university should promote this as

an option. Some students do not want to move to another country, while others don't have the

means. An online exchange also eliminates the maximum number of students accepted at a

partnered university. 

Critical course evaluation 

To ensure that students are content with their courses, SAM calls for a re-evaluation of the

evaluation process. It is not beneficial for a student to receive an evaluation survey after

completing a course. The university should conduct an interim evaluation a few weeks after the

start of the course. This way, the course coordinator or teacher can make adjustments in time.

Furthermore, exam results should receive more critical analysis. If a course fails to meet the

minimum required passing rate after the resit, course coordinators need to look at the cause.

The course material and way of teaching must correlate properly to the testing method. Finally,

teachers should use proper translators when translating exams from Dutch to English.

What do we want to do next year



Student facilities
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Study facilities 

With the upcoming growth at Tilburg University, it is essential to ensure that all students can get

a place to study. Since most students live in a crowded environment, access to a quiet study

place can help when preparing for exams. Since the university has already expanded the

number of study places, we should also look at how the reservation system works effectively to

use the available space. Besides the proper use of study places, the university should also look

into more ergonomic facilities. 

Restaurant facilities 

With physical classes replacing online lectures, more students will be on campus. These

students need a good and healthy option for their lunch and dinner. The restaurant closes at 7

PM, while the last lectures end at 6:30 PM. Students can eat something nutritious before

studying in the library with extended opening times. Furthermore, the restaurant needs to have

a no-waste bin to create a sustainable university. In the last opening hour, the restaurant can

sell the fresh products at a discount; this prevents unnecessary waste. 

Housing facilities 

Each year the housing crisis is brought to attention. As a university student, you want to find

suitable housing in Tilburg. When this is not possible, a city nearby is the only solution. SAM calls

for the university to pressure the municipality to accommodate incoming students. 

Wellbeing facilities

The pandemic has taken a toll on the well-being of every student. To help these students,

Tilburg University needs a proper action plan. Firstly, the university needs to raise awareness of

the well-being facilities and offer continued student support in the post-pandemic transition.

Students should be able to seek help to re-implement a structure into their lives. Next, incoming

students need to be able to notify the university about ongoing personal struggles. The

university should request this notification during the enrollment process. New students can

immediately receive a wellness check and contact a PASS mentor or student psychologist

when the year starts. 

What do we want to do next year
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International facilities 

SAM aims for better preparation and guidance for international students. These students

should receive more information about practical matters, the housing crisis, and insurance

policies. We know it can be difficult sometimes to study abroad as an international student.

Therefore, the university should raise awareness of the effects of the colder months and give

routine wellness checks. At least two psychologists should be well-experienced with

internationals at the university. And suppose an international student needs to go home for

their declining health or homesickness urgently. In that case, the university needs to give these

students an option to follow their courses online. Finally, the university should support

international students undergoing war conflicts and crises in their home countries. 

Sports facilities

Any exercise helps to clear your mind and contributes to a healthier lifestyle. SAM believes

sports facilities should be affordable and accessible to every student. We think the university

should offer more indoor sports facilities when students cannot practice team sports outside.

Sports facilities should also become a gathering point after exercising for students to connect

with peers. Lastly, SAM would like to address that outdoor sports associations should not be at

the back of the line whenever reserving indoor sports halls, for the indoor season. To prevent

that the only possibility to play sports, is very late in the evening. 



Labor market
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Collaboration between student organisations and the university

Choosing your future career is one of the most critical choices you make as a student. Party

SAM calls for better visibility of the faculty career days and better communication between the

university and student organisations. These events provide essential assistance to our students

and are the ideal spot to come into direct contact with employers. The university should create

a format to accommodate these student-initiated career days. There should be

encouragement for these activities on campus and support for the student associations behind

them. Finally, the university should offer affordable facilities to the student associations when

they want to organise an event.

Improvement of the Career Portal

The Career Portal is the main gateway to the labour market for students at our university. We

need to cherish such an institution and provide it with the opportunity to deliver made-to-

measure services to our students. SAM strives to expand the Career Portal’s active role in that

light. The Career Portal should not only be a place where students can go to find advice on the

labour market; it should give students the resources to actively approach companies about

career opportunities.

Internships

Internships are an essential part of a student's academic career. During an internship, students

gain skills and insight into their future careers. Currently, it is not clear where students can find

internships or what they should be looking for in one. SAM wants the university to guide

students better in their search. Next, the university should properly accredit students for

internships. By doing so, this opportunity for practical learning becomes more attractive to

students.

Better contact with Alumni 

Tilburg University is a source of talent in all sectors. Our alumni can offer an excellent gateway

into the labour market for our current students. Alumni can also provide sources of inspiration

for students who struggle with finding their profession. Therefore, SAM strives to improve and

encourage initiatives to stay in contact with our alumni. We hope to fill the ever-growing gap

of those who leave our university for the professional world through more central coordination

and assistance of alumni associations. 

What do we want to do next year



Personal development
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Soft-skills 

Tilburg University mainly educates its students through academic courses. SAM believes that

next to the students’ theory, there should also be a time to learn different soft skills. Soft skills

can entail workshops on job appliances, teamwork, planning and negotiating. Allowing

students to develop soft skills makes them better prepared for the labor market. All students

should have equal opportunities to improve their skills. 

Honours programs

Honours programs allow students to broaden their knowledge of other disciplines. These

programs offer an exciting addition to their regular study curriculum. To align with our aim for

more interdisciplinary education, the university should increase the number of honours

programs offered. All undergraduate students should be accredited and guided correctly to

complete their honours program successfully.

Tuition-free board year

Study and student associations create a lot of value for the university in career days and other

extracurricular activities. When students decide to join the study or student association board,

the university should reward them appropriately. Most students do not follow any courses while

committing to a full-time board year. In the current situation, these students pay the same

amount of tuition as any other student who follows all courses. SAM believes board members

should get a tuition-free year to promote doing a board year. While on a board, students

create value for the university and develop skills on a personal level.

Minimize evening lectures as much as possible

Many students are busy with their personal development in addition to their studies, for

example, by joining an association. Evening lectures can be an obstacle to this development. It

is also vital that students have enough free time and not have to study until late. Again, this has

everything to do with the student’s mental health. Therefore, we want to minimize evening

lectures as much as possible. This way, students can also focus on their personal development

outside of their studies. 

What do we want to do next year



Vote SAM if...
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You want the highest quality of education

possible

You believe that your wellbeing

should be a top priority

You think that the growth of our university

should never hinder the students

You want to be fully prepared for the

labor market

You think that every student deserves to be

housed properly

You want a sustainable campus for

the future

You want to develop yourself next to

your studies


